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Announcements

Quiz 3 due Mon Mar 14 at 11:59pm

Assignment 3 due Fri Mar 18 at 11:59pm
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Your Morning Warm-Up 1

public static void addOne(int a) {

a++;

}

In main method:
int x = 5;

addOne(x);

What is the value of x?
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Your Morning Warm-Up 2

public static void addOne2(Cat a) {

a.birthday();//increases age by 1

}

In main method:
Cat x = new Cat(“Mr. Meows”, 5.0);

addOne2(x);

How old is the cat pointed to by x?
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Your Morning Warm-Up 3

public static void addOne3(Cat a) {

a = new Cat(“Mr. Meows”, 

a.getAge() + 1);

}

In main method:
Cat x = new Cat(“Mr. Meows”, 5.0);

addOne3(x);

How old is the cat pointed to by x?
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Outline

Strings, a special kind of reference types

ArrayList
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STRINGS

Stupid details about Java
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Strings (Yet Again)

Strings are reference types, like all other objects

They're special in some ways that are useful, but 
maybe confusing:

• No need to use new keyword to create in 
memory. Special "<contents>" syntax.

You can actually go new String("some string"), but that is 
redundant because "some string" already creates the 
String.
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Strings Are Special

Printing Strings
• Java has made it so that when you print a String, 

you print its contents, not a reference (unlike if 
we tried to print a Cat).

Immutability
• You can never change the contents of a String 

once it's created.
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Immutability

Whenever you perform an operation that results 
in a String, a new String is created.

• Check the String API. They all return a new 
String!

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/lang
/String.html
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Why .equals()?

Sometimes, == seems to work for Strings in Java
String s = "abcd";

System.out.println("abc" + "d" == s);

// this prints true for me

It's because Java takes advantage of String 
immutability to avoid creating extra Strings in 
memory if there's already one with the value we 
want. But there is no guarantee of this.
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.equals() vs ==

It's unpredictable when Java will create a String 
object in memory, and when not.

String s = "abcd";

String s2 = new String("abcd");

System.out.println(s.equals(s2)); // true

System.out.println("abc" + "d" == s); // true

System.out.println("abc" + "d" == s2); // false

Therefore, always use .equals() to compare the 
values of Strings.
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ARRAYLIST

Better than arrays in some ways
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Properties of Arrays

Fixed length once created

Store values of the same type
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Annoying Example

Write a static method, 

deleteElement(int[] arr, int i)

that deletes element i of an array, and shifts 
everything over, setting the last element to zero.
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Built in Array

Can't resize them

Have to worry about array index out of bounds 
values

Difficult to delete (have to “shift” everything 
over, worry about where the array ends)

Difficult to add elements

Just a headache sometimes!
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ArrayList

Resizeable version of array that includes the 
useful operations:

add

delete

check if value exists

etc.
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Different Levels of Control

Driving a car
• Do not need to think about how the engine 

works!

• If you did, it would be bad.

• Only have to: hit the gas/brake, turn the wheel at 
appropriate times.

We've abstracted the notion of driving a car.
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Different Levels of Control

Some objects give us more or less control, and 
be at different levels of abstraction.

• Car analogy: manual transmission vs. automatic 
transmission.

Trade-off:    level of control  vs.  simplicity to use
• array higher lower

• ArrayList lower higher
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ArrayList

Represents the notion of an array, without 
having to think about the details of how an array 
works.

Must still contain values of the same type!
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ArrayList of What?

In Java, there is a notion of generics

Consider the following two problems:
• Given a String[] and a String, find the first index 

of the String[] that the String occurs

• Given an int[] and an int, find the first index of 
the int[] that the int occurs
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Find in String[]
public static int findIndex(String[] array, String 

target) {

for (int i=0; i < array.length; i++) {

if (array[i].equals(target)) {

return i;

}

}

return -1;

}
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Find in int[]
public static int findIndex(int[] array, int target) 

{

for (int i=0; i < array.length; i++) {

if (array[i] == target)) {

return i;

}

}

return -1;

}
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Only Two Differences

Method header is String vs. int

Equality checking uses .equals() vs. ==

In general, basic array operations are the same 
for any type, except for these minor differences.
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Clever Design of ArrayList

Rather than separate types of ArrayLists
depending on the type of value being stored, 
write code that is generic and works on any 
generic type.

• We can also define our own classes and methods 
that make use of generics, but you'll have to take 
more COMP courses for that.
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ArrayList of Any Reference Type

ArrayList<type_name>
• (The < > is actually part of the syntax)

e.g.,
• ArrayList<String>

• ArrayList<Scanner>

• ArrayList<Cat>

But not
• ArrayList<int>

• ArrayList<boolean>
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Using an ArrayList

An ArrayList is an Object, so you need the new 
keyword.
import java.util.ArrayList;

ArrayList<String> myArray = new ArrayList<String>();
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Common Methods

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/
ArrayList.html

• Notice how the type is called E.
add(E e)
add(int index, E element)
clear()
get(int index)
indexOf(Object o)
remove(Object o)
remove(int index)
size()
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Example: ArrayList of Names
ArrayList<String> names = new ArrayList<String>();

names.add(“Jon Stewart”);

names.add(“Stephen Colbert”);

names.add(“John Oliver”);

//now let's print the names:

for (int i=0; i < names.size(); i++) {

System.out.println(names.get(i));

}
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Example

Write a new version of CatRescue that uses an 
ArrayList<Cat> instead of Cat[].

• Hint: Add a separate int field to keep track of the 
capacity. This lets you ditch the null checks.

Also, add a method, addCapacity(int change) to 
increase the capacity of the rescue operation by 
change.

• We've found more people willing to be foster cat 
parents.
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Exercise

Write a method that, given an ArrayList<String> 
returns a boolean representing whether the 
ArrayList is in alphabetical order.

You may use the following methods:
• get(int i), size()   (defined on ArrayList)

• compareTo(String other) (defined to work on a 
String, returns -1 if this < other, +1 if this > other, 
0 if equal)
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